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tI.find as t/le natural man wit/7in loses ho nour, 

so loa d oes nature wit/lo l-d . 

We no longer feel reverence for nature, and defoliation of spirit and landscape are 

e verYW/7 ere to be seen ... 

That ;s wl,y what ;s left of fhe natural world matters more to life 

now t1,an ;t has ever done before. 

If is t/,e last temple on eartl, wl,iel, is ca pable of restoring man to an objective self 

w/lerein /lis ego is transfigured and given 11/e and m ea ning wit/lotd end ... " 

Laurens van der Post, Feather Fall. (1994). 
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The need to protect biological diversity, the inadequacies of eLltTent protected areas and the need for 

scientific procedures for the identification of areas important to biodiversity conservation are well· 

known facts in conservation biology. Many conservation planning techniques developed, however, have 

a number of weaknesses. These shortcomings include incomplete biodiversity databases and the need for 

appropriate biodiversity surrogates. Although these procedures represent alpha diversity patterns 

successfully, without due consideration of underlying processes and turnover patterns, the long-term 

persistence of biodiversity within areas identified will not be guaranteed. As land-use changes pose the 

single most important threat to global biodiversity, the inclusion of land-usc data in conservation 

planning is an essential , but often overlooked component. Current land-uses wi 11 expand with growing 

human populations and expected future land-uses should also be an important component of 

conservation area selection. Thi s thesis addresses these weaknesses in developing a conservation plan 

for the Northern Province of South Africa. Incomplete datasets can be addressed by the usc of indicator 

taxa and broad-scale environmental classes. However, these surrogates arc not as effective at 

representing rare and endemic biodiversity features and the specific assessment technique used to test 

the validity of biodiversity surrogates affects the levels of support found. The inclusion of beta diversi ty 

and land·use threats (both current and potential) into conservation area se lection highlights shortcomings 

in more traditional techniques. These forms of data make for more realistic conservation area outputs, 

however, thi s comes at an increased cost to land. In a final integrative assessment all areas identi ficd as 

having high biodiversity value in the preceding analyses are assessed as to the threats they face in order 

to prioritise these areas for inunediate conservation attention. This study addresses many weaknesses in 

conservation planning teclmiques, contributing to them becoming real-world conservation tools. In South 

Africa shortages of conservation resources, as well as land redistribution issues, make conservation 

planning even more challenging. The need to make these procedures flexible, efficient and reali stic is 

essential. The role of off·reserve conservation areas may help address these di fficulties and ensure the 

persistence of biodiversity in one of the world's most biodiverse region s. 
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Disclaimer 

This thesis consists of a series of chapters and appendices that have been prepared for submi ssion to, or 

publication in, a range of scientific journals. As a result styles may vary between chapters and 

appendices in the thesis and overlap may occur to secure publishable entities. 
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